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Growing Voters and Election 2016
Activity Title: Create "Why Vote" pamphlet (or fliers)
Grades: Middle School
Overview
In this activity, students will create and use their own materials to learn about the voting process,
explore the reasons that people should vote, and take part in a community drive to promote
voting. Students will learn through direct hands-on experience why voting is important and
become aware of why some citizens decide not to vote. Once students are distributing their
pamphlets and speaking to voters in their community, students are participating in the actual
political process even before reaching voting age.
This activity can be expanded or reduced to make it appropriate for a range of grades.
National Social Studies Standards
NSS-C.5-8.5 ROLES OF THE CITIZEN
What are the Roles of the Citizen in American Democracy?
 What is citizenship?
 What are the rights of citizens?
 What are the responsibilities of citizens?
Essential Question
Why should people vote, and do their votes make a difference?
Objectives
Students will identify reasons that people should vote.
Students will gain a basic understanding of how the voting process works.
Students will become familiar with the qualifications for voting.
Students will understand that voting is a privilege and a responsibility of a U.S. citizen
Students will recognize the importance of voting within a democracy.
Students will suggest ways to increase voter participation.
Students will be aware of the steps involved in registering to vote and will identify various ways
to register
1. Ask students if they have ever voted. Allow students to brainstorm voting situations at
school, at home in family decisions, at clubs or places of worship, etc.
2. Students will explore websites on voting (see internet resource list on GrowingVoters.org) and
draft a class list outlining reasons to vote. You might decide to make a poster out of this list.
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for free at GrowingVoters.org, a non-partisan educational effort to enliven and motivate student engagement in the
political process. Professor Jo-Anne Hart is the project creator with support from Lesley University Graduate School of
Education, Cambridge, MA: Hart@Lesley.edu
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3. Students will work in teams to develop fliers or pamphlets that outline reasons to vote and the
steps involved in preparing to vote. (This can be done in Microsoft Word or using PowerPoint, or
where appropriate, on a free internet site conducive to education.)
* Why vote
* How to vote
* Basic information about what people are voting on: choosing a party, types of
elected officials, information on the history of voting in the US, etc.
Pamphlets will include graphics and texts, as well as local phone numbers for helpful
information. Directions for first time voters can be included. Copies will be made of the
brochures and if possible, registration cards attached.
(Local board of elections will likely provide registration cards upon request.)
5. HOW TO VOTE area can be included (optional). Students will develop part of their
flier/pamphlet on instructions to a would-be voter. (This could alternatively be in the form of a
PowerPoint presentations and then saved as a pdf or .jpg image file). The student material can
show the first time voter what to expect when he/she visits the voting booth. Information will
include:
a. how to prepare to vote
b. how to find out where you vote
c. how to sign in
d. what to do when you make an error on your ballot
e. what to do when you don’t know understand the ballot
f. how to turn in your ballot
Alternative is to make the student information into an infographic which can be printed or
shared online.
Free Infographic tools include:
Canva: https://www.canva.com/create/infographics/
Easel.ly: https://www.easel.ly/
Piktochart: https://piktochart.com/

Extension: consider putting these instructions in more than one language, appropriate to your
community or to use in collaboration across communities. The material could also be read in
multiple languages where available. Recommended use of TwistedWave.com for student’s
recording audio versions or commentaries to their pamphlet.
6. Fliers and/or presentations can be uploaded to an online blog or to a sharing site like
photostory.com, or padlet.com

